
SISTEMA LOUNGE SYSTEM BY COALESSE
Lievore Altherr Molina for Viccarbe



Seating with soul.
With the comfort and 
character of bespoke 
furniture, yet all of the 
accessibility and efficiency 
of a pre-existing system, 
Sistema by Coalesse 
embodies the soul of  
the new work seating:  
a place where anything  
is possible; a style to  
fall in love with. 



Lean into lounge comfort. 
Sculpted and deep. Clean-lined and 
welcoming. Mediterranean-inspired 
profiles and a finely engineered  
reclining posture bring the easy  
mood and residential-style comfort 
of softer seating to the workplace — 
especially, the type of inviting spaces  
that nomadic workers prefer to sink  
into for collaboration, connection  
and rejuvenation during the day.

 Personalize each individual component of the modular 
lounge system.

 Build endless configurations with fully-upholstered, 
metal leg or wood leg base lounge components, three backrest 
heights or backless benches, and upholstered or wood arms.





 Create backless benches or seating 
compositions with varying back heights.

Bringing new life to work.
It’s become synonymous 
with having human-centered 
aspects of warmth and  
beauty in the workplace. 

 Add in-line tables and power to leg base  
lounge configurations.



One system. Infinite style.
Sistema is an innovative modular system  
of fully mixable arms, backrest heights, base 
options and accessories in the spirit of the 
modern sofa. With Sistema, build anything 
from a classic, high-backed sofa to a sleek 
bench, a social sectional in any length  
to a quiet niche for one or two. 

Leg Base Lounge
Two-seat and three-seat modular components with  
cylinder or scissor legs can be used on their own or ganged 
infinitely together. Components can be placed facing either 
direction and are repositionable. Customize metal legs 
further with Coalesse Color.

Back Heights
Vary back heights to create unique compositions with 
varying levels of support and privacy — from backless 
benches to low, medium or high back lounge components. 

Functionality
Add in-line tables and optional power 
to leg base lounge configurations.

Arms and Accessories
Add upholstered or wood arms to 
configurations. Enhance design and function 
with pillows, a moveable table or arm bolster.

Upholstered Base Lounge
Build endless configurations with individual, 
personalized components. Integrated 
ganging devices keep components aligned. 
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Product Features

A. Plywood arm. Oak veneer arm available on  
leg and upholstered base lounge.
B. Upholstered arm. Available on leg and 
upholstered base lounge.
C. Wide upholstered arm. Available on 
upholstered base lounge.
D. Scissor legs. Available in painted finishes.
E. Cylinder wood leg. Available in solid oak.
F. Cylinder metal leg. Available in painted finishes.
G. Moveable table. Oak veneer table may be 
positioned anywhere between lounge components.
H. Moveable arm bolster. Provides posture 
support or personal boundary.
I. Pillows. Elevate design and comfort. Square 
pillow shown.
J. Integrated power modules. Installed under 
upholstered units on leg base lounge. 2 power/1 
USB A configuration shown. 
K. In-line tables. Oak veneer tables may be 
added to leg base lounge configurations. Box 
table with 11.75D storage cylinder cutout shown.
L. Round and square ottomans. Stand alone or 
in-line with upholstered base lounge configurations.

Details

Lounge Components
Overall depth 36.25D  
Seat height 16.25H
Seat depth 25D

Overall height:
Backless 16.25H  
Low-Back 27.5H
Mid-Back 31.25H
High-Back 39H

Upholstered Base Lounge Components
A Armless 29.5W  
B-C With Arm Left or Right 37.5W wide arm 41.5W
D With Arms 42.25W wide arm 53.5W 
E Backless Bench 29.5W  

Leg Base Lounge/In-line Table Components
F Two-Seat 59W each arm +8W
G Three-Seat 88.5W each arm +8W 

Ottoman
H Round 36.25D x 16.25H
I Square 36.25D x 36.25W x 16.25H

Accessories
J Arm Bolster 8.75W x 20.5D
K Moveable Table 13W x 20.5D
L Square Pillow 17.75W x 17.75H
M Lumbar Pillow 20.75W x 9.75H
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